
(Machine translation from Dutch)

Website De 9e Kunst (The 9th 
Art) promotes Calvinistic claptrap
Rik Spanjers disputes the influence of Indo-European artists 
with narrow-minded reasoning and a lack of historical 
knowledge.
Despite being praised by major media outlets like de Volkskrant, Eppo, StripNieuws, and Indisch 
Platform, Indocomics faced some criticism from website Striptip, which made up a bunch of flaws 
that aren’t even in the book. In an attempt to keep up with the competition, De 9e Kunst has also 
chimed in with biased and narrow-minded opinions, trying to downplay the importance of Indo-
European authors. With a Freudian slip, the site inadvertently reveals that Indo-European authors are 
not considered part of Dutch culture.

INDO-EUROPEAN PERSPECTIVE
Reviewer Rik Spanjers misses the mark with his analysis of Indocomics, as he spends more time 
expressing his own opinions on what he thinks should have been included rather than discussing the 
actual contents of the book. He does not want to read that Indo-European authors had influence in the 
West. According to him, the Netherlands and Indonesia should have been compared. “In my opinion, 
this should also be the aim of a history” [...] “the writer of such a history [could] also proceed the 
other way around.” [...] “Instead, in Den Drijver’s book, we find too little critical repetition of 
orientalist stereotypes that imprison the works of the comic artists discussed in it in a colonial 
gaze.” [...] “by linking the lighting again via a detour to the Javanese shadow play (30) instead of, for 
example, to the use of shadow in the then very popular comics by Milton Caniff and Hugo Pratt, Den 
Drijver lapses back into a colonial perspective.”

The reader must seriously stretch their mental muscles to follow Spanjers's interpretation of what he 
considers to be colonial. He apparently does not realize that the shadow play on the Sunda Islands had 
existed for hundreds of years before the first Dutch ship arrived, and that referring to it as such 
reflects an Indo-European perspective. 

Rik Spanjers’s knowledge of comics history is at least as inadequate as his understanding of strip 
lighting techniques. When he compares the newspaper strip Ghost of Java Sea by Alex Raymond to 
the work of Indo-European artists Eppo Doeve and Johan Fabricius, it becomes clear that he is not 
well-versed in the classics and mixes up periods and years. Hugo Pratt, for example, published 30 
years after Ghost of Java Sea, does not belong to the period in question, and could not have had any 
influence on newspaper strips, pop art, symbolism, or clear line style, contrary to Spanjers’s claims. In 
fact, Spanjers makes a ridiculous mistake that could have been avoided with something as simple as 
consulting the Matla catalog. Things get worse when Raymond's magical lighting is compared to the 
clair-obscur in European painting. Spanjers wonders: “Is the light of Rembrandt and Caravaggio even 
naturalistic?” No, that’s not what the book is saying. In fact, it points out that eight Indo-European 
artists use backlighting, which is not present in the work of Caravaggio or Alex Raymond. It’s a bit of 
a stretch to suggest otherwise. The same goes for Caniff, who is cited as an example for Buck Danny 
on Celebes, but is completely irrelevant here.

Spanjers misses the mark by a hair when he tries to explain the concept: “Den Drijver seems to be 
right that the creators he discusses here use a more dramatic, cinematographic lighting.” 
Unfortunately, this is also not true. The backlighting in Doeve and Fabricius's drawings does resemble 
a Javanese shadow play, but it is not cinematographic. This only applies to the much later newspaper 
strip Het Spiegeldoolhof by Thé Tjong-Khing, in which the lighting was imitated from analog cinema. 



Pratt is not cinematographic either. In the only film adaptation, Jesuit Joe, virtually no framing or 
transition was identical to his comic. Pratt’s lighting has nothing to do with shadow play or 
cinematography. Spanjers is way off base; his knowledge of comics is below par, and perhaps he 
should leave the film analysis to the professionals.

RARE TWISTS AND DISTORTIONS
Spanjers seems to be having trouble understanding the book, twisting and distorting the text with a 
series of incorrect interpretations in an attempt to downplay the Indian influences. According to 
Spanjers, the rendering in the book “moreover takes on a problematic character when Den Drijver, in 
an attempt to give Iris a more Indian tone than it has, writes: “[With] almost ritual devotion, Thé 
Tjong-Khing wielded a Chinese brush ” (25).1 In addition to sambal and magic, the “Indocomic” is 
therefore also characterized by the ritualistic working method of its authors.”

Silly us for thinking that a Chinese brush could be Indian. Secondly, as an Indies element, the 
ornamentation in the opening plate of Iris is assumed to be the same as in an early work by Indo-
European artist Jan Toorop. The latter has nothing to do with the brush, but only with the drawing. 
Thirdly, it says that Dick Briel, following Thé Tjong-Khing, used a Chinese brush for clear line style, 
while the Brussels school prescribed a rotring pen. This is not mentioned to give an Indian touch to 
the work, but is a purely factual representation of their tools. Spanjers overlooks the fact that many 
Dutch comic artists also have their own drawing rituals, and it’s totally normal for even the most 
straightforward of them.

Website De 9e Kunst challenges the influence of Indo-
European comic artists, demonstrating a lack of 
understanding of their history.

According to website De 9e Kunst, Indo-Dutch comic authors are unfairly represented 

in the book Indocomics. However, the authors themselves disagree and express 

satisfaction with their portrayal in the book.

He finds it hard to believe that Eppo Doeve and Peter van Dongen are more open to symbolism and 
mystery. “By presenting the Dutch national character as something from which creators with an Indo-
Dutch background can distance themselves based on the traces of another culture carried within 
themselves, it seems that Den Drijver is primarily placing the Dutch culture in a negative light,” he 



says. [...] “It seems as though Den Drijver is determined to answer the question of whether artists with 
an Indo-Dutch background really differ from Dutch or other comic artists in a positive way in his 
book.” With a silly Freudian slip, Spanjers inadvertently reveals that he does not consider Indo-
European authors a part of Dutch culture.

According to Spanjers, if the Indo-European comic artists had been discussed more critically and their 
work described as less influential and less superior to Dutch comics, it would have been better. As for 
De 9e Kunst’s claims of unfair representation, let’s just say they must have missed the memo that the 
book is about Indo-European influences, not just Dutch ones. Despite his lack of expertise, Spanjers 
confidently claims to have a better understanding of Peter van Dongen, Paul Teng, and Peter Nuyten’s 
work than they do. However, Indocomics clearly portrays their ability to adapt to Franco-Belgian 
traditions and the book has been positively received by Van Dongen and Nuyten themselves, as 
reported by rival website Striptip. Spanjers cannot be blamed for missing the memo – he was just 
working with outdated and incorrect information, which was later corrected by Bastiaan van Esch 
following Nuyten’s objections.

RAMBLING
Spanjers demands to see concrete evidence of Javanese or Balinese influences in the images, or he 
will insist on calling them Japanese. He laments a transition in Aimee de Jongh’s  Days of Sand, 
saying “It is completely unbelievable that these transitions from the traces of Indonesian culture have 
ended up on the page.” For Spanjers, observation means that he must be able to believe his own eyes. 
However, he does not have an explanation for how the transitions ended up on the page. He tries to 
explain it by saying “Perhaps the specific, manga-esque page composition of De Jongh has more to do 
with the thousands of pages of Japanese strips she has read and the many pages she has drawn as a 
doujinshi artist.”

Spanjers is usually a stickler for footnotes, but when it really counts he goes all out in his attempt to 
win the Stripschap award for the most disorganized citation of the year. He cites thousands of pages, 
but even Eeva Langeveld, the reading researcher he thanks profusely and who should have caught this 
blunder, couldn’t find a single page among the thousands of examples to help him out. She apparently 
just gave up, used to Spanjers rambling without any actual know-how when things get tough. He’s 
just as clueless about panel transitions as he is about visual language. His bias is so strong that he 
can’t even follow the examples in the book properly, probably because he just doesn’t want to believe 
what's written.

“You mainly learn comics by reading them,” Spanjers knows, but he doesn’t put words into action. 
The freedom fighters from Indocomics like Apache Junction or Delgadito would surely issue an 
ultimatum to this blaring pale face. If “tenderfoot” Rik Spanjers does not succeed in finding the lost 
narrative method in a manga before the next eclipse of the sun, he can be waved off Painful Gulch 
with tar and feathers.

“Appalled by the terms sambal and magic”



Calvinist Spanjers challenges the validity of Indo-European 
influences through flawed thinking.

Will “tenderfoot” Rik Spanjers be chased out with tar and feathers if he fails to 

find the “lost narrative method in a manga”?



(... and those considered to have no value or worth, had to flee the country ...)

DELUSIONS
The fact that Guy Peellaert drew elements from the work of Jan Toorop from the late 19th century is 
an uncomfortable truth for Spanjers. Why, exactly? What is so wrong with pop art strips being 
influenced by an Indo-European artist? What is so unpleasant about the earliest origins of the clear-
line style, known from Tintin and Blake & Mortimer, being traced to the Sunda Islands rather than 
China or Japan? Is it really such a disaster that the narrative style in Dagen van zand is Malay/
Indonesian and (highly likely) not Japanese? Or is De 9e Kunst determined to keep seeing Indo-
European comic artists as Dutch manga imitators? (“Ordinary is already weird enough”).

The Indo-European authors are lucky that De 9e Kunst has finally decided to give them the 
recognition they deserve, even if it requires some ridiculous delusions about Pratt, Caniff, and 
"thousands of manga pages", and Aca Siwabessy Stoffels, the Moluccan author, just has to accept that 
De 9e Kunst has deemed her strip version of Bangsa! to have an inherent Japanese origin. The website 
prudently leaves out the fact that authors Lian Ong, Gwen Stok, and Merel Barends are not manga 
readers. The perspective of Peter van Dongen that Hergé took an example from Chinese and Japanese 
drawings is extensively presented in Indocomics. Hergé himself did not confirm this influence, and 
only stated that he looked at Chinese drawings to get the details right in The Blue Lotus. In an 
additional example, Indocomics shows that a drawing by Toorop looks more like the cover of The 
Blue Lotus. It is sentimental manipulation to claim that Van Dongen is undervalued, with which De 
9e Kunst pretends that something is not in Indocomics, while it is actually supported in detail over 
many pages.

According to Jos van Waterschoot, Conservator of Book Historical Collections at the University of 
Amsterdam, Indocomics is “an impressive piece of work that provokes much thought and calls for 
further research.” However, Spanjers and Langeveld do not seem interested in exploring the language 
of images. Their lengthy epistle on De 9e Kunst offers no new insights, aside from perhaps the desire 
to place Indonesian and Dutch strips side by side more than has already been done in Indocomics. It is 
clear that sites like De 9e Kunst and Striptip are not meant to play a knowledgeable or unbiased role 
in this context.
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